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By 0. R. Smith';"and M. B. Schaefer';"* 

INTRODUCTION 

During the first six months of 1948, the Pacific Exploration Comp~y, operat
ing under contract with the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, dispatched the 
motor vessels Oregon and Alaska to prospect for tuna in tha western Pacific, more 
particularly in the region of the Hawaiian Islands and southward through the Line 
Islands, and in the region of the Pacific Trust Territory (fonner Japanese Mandated 
Islands) which con-
sists of the Mar-
shall Islands, the 
Caroline Islands, 
and the Marianas 
Islands. 

The contract 
between the R.F .C., 
a Government cor-
poration, and the 
Pacific Exploration 
Company provided 
that observers of 
the Fish and Wild
life Service were 
to be accom~odated 
on these vessels. 
The authors were 
detailed to accom-
pany them to ob-
serve the results 
of the exploratory 
fishing and to col

.. 

II ---. 
~ ANCHORED IN SOUTH PASS, AI LINGLAPlAP, MARSHALL ISLANDS. 

lect biological and oceanographical data as practicable. The Alaska was fitted 
out as a tuna purse-seiner. The Oregon was equipped for live-bait fishing. These 
vessels are sister ships, being typical West Coast combination seiner-dragger 
type, of 100 feet in length. Both are the property of the R.F.C. 

During the course of the voyage, the observers submitted reports on the vessel's 
activities on the basis of which the South Pacific Investigations of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service issued reports to the industry in the Service's daily Fishery 
Products Reports published by the Market News Service and, also, in several trade 
journals. The present report summarizes the activities of the vessels and the 
immediate results of their exploration. Data gathered on the biology of the tunas 
* Aquatic Biologist, South Pacific Fishery Investigations, Fish and Wildlife Service. 

**Chiaf, Section of Biology and. Oceanogr8±>hy, Pacific Oceanic Fishery Investigations, Fish 
and Wlldlife Service. 
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and bait fishes and on the hydrography of the region will be published later after 
analysis ' has been completed. 

The present report covers only the six-month period from the beginning of 
the explorations in January to June 1948. The vessels, after June 1948, were still 
engaged in continued exploratory work in the vicinity of the Hawaiian Islands. 

EXPLORATIONS BY MV OREGON 

French Frigate Shoals to Line Islands Cruise 

OBSERVATIONS ON BAIT: The Oregon, after an uneventful trip from San Diego, 
left Honolulu on January 18, to prospect for bait at French Frigate Shoals in the 
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Hawaiian chain. The Oregon arrived 
at French Frigate Shoals on Janu
ary 21, just as a storm was blow-

30· ing up. Several days were lost 
riding at anchor during the blow, 
but the reefs and small sand islands 
were thoroughly explored for bait 
until February 1. On that Qate, 
the Oregon had 437 "scoops"!/ of 

20' live bait in her tanks, in spite 
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pered by rough seas and the in
evitable difficulties of fishing 
in new regions. These bait fish 
consisted of species of small sil
verside or atherinid, with the 
Hawaiian name of "iao." 

The iao at French Frigate 
Shoals occurs in schools of vary
ing size, from a score to a thou
sand or more "scoops." They may • HOWLAND J. 

• BAKER I. " CHRISTMAS I. o· be captured by means of a surround 
JARVIS I. 

FIGURE I - REGION OF HAW A I IAN ISLANDS AND SOUTHWARD 
WHERE ~ AND ~ PROSPECTED FOR TUNA. THE 
BALANCE OF THE AREA COVERED BY THESE VESSELS IS 
SHOWN IN FIGURE 2. 

net on the sandy beaches inside 
the reefs near the small islands. 
Most of the bait was captured at 
East Island, although some was 
captured at Tern Island. A "blan-
ket" mesh seine with square open-
ings about a fifth of an inch on 

each side was used at first, but a net of half-inch stretched mesh, knotted, was 
f ound to be easier to handle and much more effective. Nets of the latter mesh, 
both 10 and 20 fathoms long and 2~ fathoms deep, were used. The webbing was the 
s ame as that used in what the California fishermen commonly call a "Galapagos" net, 
so-called because of its special use in capturing bait at the Galapagos Islands. 
The lead line was very heavily weighted. It was set against the beach by two or 
three men, each carrying part of the net and walking in a half circle around the 
bait, while two other men kept the bait from going around the ends. The bait is 
quite tame and does not move much under ordinary circumstances. The net was close~ 
by working the lead line over the bottom by hand, rather than by hauling the wings. 
A somewhat shallower net than 2, fathoms would have been just as efficient. 
!/A "scoop" is estimated to contain about 10 pounds at fish. 
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One difficulty encountered was with the receiver used to transport bait from 
the shore to the ship. The regular West Coast receiver is too deep for this shallow 
region. What is believed to be needed is a small-capacity receiver (about 50 to 100 
scoops) of very shallow draft, not more than 18 inches. which can be towed rapidly. 
At Honolulu, this function is per-
formed by a skiff having in the cen-
ter a bait compartment which can be 
flooded by removing· plugs. 

It was evident that there are 
considerable quantities of iao at 
French Frigate Shoals, even in the 
winter season, and there are reported 
to be much greater quantities along 
the beaches during the summer months. 
It must be remembered, of course. 
that this standing crop of bait fish 
represents an almost virgin stock. 
How well this stock would stand up 
if heavily fished could only be as
certained from studying the changes 
which occur if and when heavy fish
ing takes place. 

Because of continued rough weath
er, the Oregon did not scout for tuna 
northwest of Hawaii, but headed south 

SILVERSIDES OR lAO, FROM FRENCH FRIGATE SHOALS, 
HAWAI IA N ISLANDS. CENTIMETER SCALE. 

with the bait from French Frigate Shoals to the Line Islands, via Johnston Island, 
Palmyra, and Jarvis. Christmas Island and Fanning were visited on the way north 
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SEINING BAIT AT FRENCH FRIGATE SHOALS, HAWAI IAN ISLANDS. 
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from Jarvis, and Honolulu was reached on February 21. At the o~tset of the trip, 
the bait was divided among two bait tanks on the afterdeck and a bait well on 
the port side amidships. Bait in the deck tanks suffered a fairly heavy mortality, 
but very few fish died in the well. Out of 340 scoops placed in the tanks, only 
100 scoops were left on February 3. Though some had been used for chumming schools, 
a mortality of at least 50 percent was probably suffered by the bait in these 
tanks. Bait in the brine well, on the other hand, lived very well and some 30 
or 40 scoops were still left when the ship reached Honolulu on February 21 (the 
others having been used to chum tuna schools). We do not know whether the dif
ferential mortality between the tanks and the well is to be attributed to a dif
ference in handling during capture or to a difference in conditions in the two 
types of tanks. We may certainly conclude, however, that: 

(1) '!his species is sui table for long distance transportation if properly 
halldled. 

(2) Careful studies of methods of handling and transporting are to be 
desired. 

Palmyra Island lagoon was thoroughly prospected for bait on February 8 and 9. 
The only fish seen which might be used for bait was small mullet, which occurred in 
quantity along the beaches. There were apparently no fish of either the silverside 
or herring families here, at least in any quantity. They were not seen during the 
day and they were not taken under a light at night. 

A part of the lagoon at Christmas Island was prospected for bait on February 14. 
Considerable quantities of mullet and goatfish were evident, but no fish of the 
silverside, anchovy, or herring families. It is reported, however, that there are 
quantities of iao and also "netlU" (a small anchovy) here at times. That there may 
be some truth to this, with respect to iao at least, is attested by the fact that 
a number were taken under a night light just offshore from the island. No nehu 
were seen at all. 

About 30 scoops of mullet about 6 inches in length, with a few goatfish of 
similar size, were taken at Christmas Island. Because of engine trouble on the 
small power boat, however, the bait receiver got into a position where it had to 
be brought out over the reef by planing at high speed, which resulted in serious 
d~~ge to the mullet . These were put in a bait tank anyhow and the survivors 
were used to ch~ schools of yellowfin tuna off Fanning Island on February 15. 
These mullet behaved well when used to chum up the tuna. How well they will live 
for a long period of time in a bait tank is an unanswered question, but they are 
undoubtedly suitable bait for large tuna,at least. 

OBSERVATIONS ON TUNAS: During the cruise from French Frigate Shoals to Johnston 
Island, the weather-was generally bad. No schools of fish were 'seen; one flock of 
birds was seen "working, 1I (individual birds diving down to the water or skimming 
waves, as if feeding) , just before we raised Johnston Island, but chumming the 
area raised no fish. One oceanic skipjack was taken on a trolled feather jig a 
few miles off Johnston . 

During the trip between Johnston and Palmyra, the weather was much better and 
several schools of oceanic skipjack were located by working birds (terns and boobies) . 
Several specimens were taken on trolled jigs. The schools were very wild and fast 
moving and chumming was not successful. Between Palmyra and Jarvis and between 
Jarvis and Christmas, numerous schools of oceanic skipjack were seen often with 
large flocks of birds working over them. Several oceanic skipjack and s:riall yellow
fin tuna were caught on troll lines. The l?chools were very wild and erratic in 
tteir behavior and the crew did not succeed in chumming them to the ship. 
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At Jarvis Island, a school of "two-pole"~/ yello'Nfin was raised and chummed 
up to the ship but they bit very i.ndifferently and only 15 fish were caught. A 
large school of two-pole fish was sighted off Christmas Island, but it was not 
fished. 

OCEANIC SKIPJACK, BONITO, OR AKU, KATSUWONUS PELAMIS FROM LINE ISLANDS. 

Off Fanning Island, numerous flocks of working birds were observed, and, under 
two of these, schools of mixed one-pole and two-pole yellowfin tuna were raised 
by chumming. These fish took bait readily but stayed some distance out from the 
ship, and only a few fish were caught by the men in the racks. 

Foul weather was encountered between Fanning and Honolulu, precluding scouting 
for fish. 

CONCLUSIONS: It was concluded from this cruise that oceanic skipjack and 
yellowfin tuna exist in the vicinity of the Line Islands in commercially important 
quantities, but that the hasty nature of the survey precludes any conclusion as to 
relative abundance in different places. The fish seen were wild and erratic in be
havior and difficult to catch. The sea and -Nind were at all times too great to 
have made conventional purse-seining practicable. This one short winter trip is 
insufficient to give reliable conclusions as to feasibility of commercial opera
tions in this area. 

Marianas Islands Cruise 

The Oregon left Honolulu February 28 and arrived at Guam on March 14. The 
trip out was uneventful. Between Karch 15 and April 19, the Oregon fished for 
bait and scouted for tuna through the Narianas chain of islands, from Guam north 
to Farallon de Pajoros, and back to Guam. 
~This designates a relatively large size of about 40 pounds or over for which California 

fishermen use two men and two poles rigged to a single hook. 
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CBSERVATIONS ON BAIT: A 
fer the obvious reason that a 
scouted along the beaches and 

great deal of time was spent prospectin~ for bait, 
tur.a clipper needs bait to fish. ~he Cregon 's boats 
cliffs of all the important islands in tne ::arianas 

group, and a few hauls were made with a 
beach seine, but very little bait Vias 
found. Fishin~ with & lignt Nas also 
tried wherever the Cregon anchored over
ni~ht, as she did at the islands of Guam, 
Tinian, Saipan, Ala~egan, Pagon,: aug, 
and Rota. Three to fifteen pounds of 
bait could sometimes be netted under a 
light, but never enough to be vor nwnile 
for a vessel the size of the Oregon. 

There is some evidence, however, that 
nore bai t mignt be collected under a light 
in shallow water, where the Oregon could 

OREGON MOORED AT GUAM. not anchor. One of the Oregon's crew 
left the vessel at Gua~ and spent some 

time on a local sampan. He later reported that he could get all the bai t he needed 
under a light in shallow water even when he was working alone. This seems to in
dicate that small bait boats could operate successfully, and it might be reasible 
for a larger vessel to obtain its bait from several s~all bait catchers. 

During the course of attempts to catch bait, U.e master of the Oregon developed 
a new type of net for fishing under a light. '.oJe have calle:! this a "preset net . " 
It was efficient, and could be operated by only two men. Hence, it could be ha ... lled 
as frequently as bait formed a compact school cr "ball" under the light. Tr.is 
effected a great saving in manpower pver the prevalent local metheds of catching 
bait, as described by R. O. S~th.2/ 

A description of the construction and use of the preset net by the master of 
the Oregon follows: 

'!he problem in the Marianas was to develop a means of taking small amounts of 
wild bai t efficiently under a light. The bai t showed here in very small school s. 
A good school might have as much as 15 pound s of bai t. '!hi s bai t was qui te wi Id 
and in the time necessary to se t a regula.r night ne t, would of ten di sa:ppear. 

The preset net we worked out could be pulled in about one minute by two men. 
Bait taken in this was in excellent condition since it took very little beating 
from the net. Any bait missed in a set was not frightened since the net made 
very little fuss in the water and we often saw bait balled up under the light 
before we finished brailing a set. 

The net we used most was five fathoms along the corks, five fathoms uursed to 
two and a half fathoms along the leads, and four fathoms p=sed to three on the 
sides. We put a 5-pound lead on each bottom corner. 

We set this net off the stern before the bait appeared and pulled it when there 
was sufficient bai t under the light. I t was set parallel to the stern and held 
off by two light poles which extended about 20 feet beyond the racks . Two end
less lines were rove through pulleys at the ends of these poles and the ends of 
the cork line were made fast to these, so the cork line could be pulled in and 
out. 

lIFisherfes of Former Japanese Mandated Islands, Fishery Leaflet 713, Fish arid Wildlife 
Service. 
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DEVELOPED BY THE MASTER OF THE OREGO~ FOR BAIT FISHING UNDER A LIGHT. 

Haul-in lines were attached to each of the 5-"pound leads~ A light was 
hung about a foot above the water and 15 feet back of the racks. 

The net "as placed in the water with the corks pulled out to the end of 
the poles and the haul-in lines slack so that the net hung straight down. 
parallel to the stern and about 20 feet out. The light was placed and when 
sufficient bai t had balled. a set could be made by first pulling up the 
leads then h811ling in the corks. 

We were concerned about the effect the hanging net might have on bringing 
up bai t to the light and tested it thoroughly. We were very surprised to 
find that the bai t actually balled better with the net in the water and it was 
probably due to the fact that the net tends to discourage large fish from 
making passes at the bait near the surface. By meping the large fish doym, 
the bai tis d::d ven up. 

We noticed one other defini te advantage to leaving the net in the water. 
The bai t became used to the hanging net, and when a set was made, ran awa;.r 
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from the moving leads and sides toward the stationary corks instead. of 
running a~ from the bag. As a resul t we missed very little bait wi th
in the area of the net and we did not need scares at any time. 

When we got used to the net, we found that it was very eaSJ f t o pull 
wi thout danger of forming pockets. So fax we have had only :5mall bai t 
and have had to use the blanket mesh but we hope that the ad.'Tantages 
will be increased when we can use the half inch me sh. 
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'lhe advantages of being able to make sets with the two men on watch are 
obvious. Several nights we made five or six sets and caught ten or fifteen 
pounds of bai t when there was no time to set a regular night net. 

1 

Guam was the best bait area found in the Marianas Islands. Using the preset 
net described, a vessel with a crew of 6 to 7 men would have no trouble taKing 
15 to 20 pounds of bait a night for the three weeks of the month during the dark 
of the moon. The best areas for night bait on Guam are Apra harbor, Port Merizo, 
and Talofofo Bay. Day bait can be found in smaller quantities along the protected 
beaches and along the cliffs on the leeward side. A sampan with a crew of 17 to 
20 men can take 15 to 20 pounds of bait a day along the cliffs on the leeward 
side of the Island, by the method described below for Saipan. 

Ten pounds of bait is estimated as the minimum requirement for a day's tuna 
fishing for a sampan and very little of this bait can be carried over from day to 
day. Half to three-~uarters of the bait caught is round herring, the rest being 
a small anchovy. The largest bait ordinarily caught is two inches long; one-fourth 
inch blanket mesh is necessary for its capture. It is possible that bait appears 
in larger quantities seasonally but, from all local information, this is unlikely. 

In the Saipan area, no dependable night bait sources were found, but day bait 
can be made by the local method along the windward side of Saipan and the leeward 
side of Tinian. In this method of taking bait, the boat is anchored about 40 feet 
off of and parallel to the cliffs. A square blanket mesh net is laid bet'Neen the 
boat and the cliffs and one edge sunk by leads. From 7 to 12 divers then start 
abou t 30 to 40 yards from the net and, diving and splashing along the cli Us, they 
drive the bait into the net. One drive will net from 1 to 3 pounds of bait. Sev
eral drives are usually necessary to obtain a day's baiting for a sampan, although 
they can often be made from the same anchorage. This method requires a minimum 
of 15 men, but 17 to 20 is more common. 

CBSERVATIONS ON TUNAS: The Oregon scouted around all the islands of the 
Marianas group for tuna or signs of tuna. Yellowfin tuna and oceanic skip:ack 
appeared to be present in co~ercial ~uantities. Actual tuna scouting time was 
severely limited by the more pressing 20b of looking for bait, and also by un 
avoidable delays ashore, so that only 5 or 6 full days could properly be called 
scouting days. During this short time, eight schools of fish were si&hted. In 
each case, fish were seen under flocks of birds, or tuna Here caught by a trolled 
jig in the vicinity where birds were seen. Three schools were identified as 
oceanic skipjack, one as yellowfin. In addition, about 35 flocks 0 birds were 
sighted that appeared to be over tuna or skipjack. If the Oregon had had bait for 
chu.rIhlling, more of the schools probaoly could have been positively ider.tified. 

CONCLUSIONS: It is yet premature to reach final conclusions re5ardin6 the 
t'larianas area. However, from our short experience there from conversations \d.t 
local sampan fishermen and observation of their +-ishing methods, and from the presen 
available data on former Japanese operations, certain important consi-:!erations may 
be recorded regarding the co~ercial potentialities and means of production o~ 
oceanic skipjack. Data on other tunas are yet too scarce tc penni t siIPilar a. praisal. 

It is evident that there are sufficient ~uar.tities of oceanic skipjack to 
support a commercial fishery at least large enough to sU~Fly al~ ~ocal dem~~js and 
permit the production cf an excess aoove this "or export, either in :he ro no or 
processed, whichever is tte more econo:nical~y desi"able. 
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On the other hand, the suppl y of live bait is as yet uncertain and should be 
the object of further study. The prewar fishery by Japanese (Okinawan) fishermen 
from Saipan and Tinian, and probably the more northerly islands also, seems to have 
been limited by the bait supply. From the observations at Guam and from theoretical 
considerations, it appears likely that bait fishes are more abundant in the Guam 
area than elsewhere in the Marianas. 

The kinds, quantities, and habitat of the bait fishes makes it appear impracti
cal to employ large, long-range vessels like those now used by Californians off 
Mexico and Central America, unless, perhaps, by establishing separate bait-catch
ing operations, using small boats which would catch and hold bait in pounds from 
which the larger vessel could bait up. It seems probable that a profitable fish
ery for oceanic skipj ack in the Marianas might be based on small boats of limited 
individual bait capacity and limited cruising range. 

Cruise in the Fblau Regions of the Western Carolines 

. The Oregon sailed from Guam on April 22 for the Palaus, stopping briefly at 
Ulithi and Yap en route. From April 29 to May 23, she engaged in an extensive survey 
of the Palau region and also visited Pula Anna, Sonsoral, Tobi, and Helen Reef, 
which are outlying islands extending some 350 miles to the south. 

OBSERVATIONS ON BAIT: As in the Marianas, much of the time in the Palaus was 
taken up by scouting-and fishing for bait. About 14 days were devoted to this task, 
which is a very s hort time in view of the difficulties of fishing in a new region. 

One and a half days of scouting around Ulithi Atoll revealed only a few schools 
of fish about one inch long. However, the natives told us the Japanese had taken 
bait there, so we can assume that some bait may be found at times. 

A half day of scouting in the harbor at Yap revealed no bait at all, and so 
little fish life that further scouting was abandoned. 

The abundance of bait in the Palaus was in market contrast to Yap or Ulithi. 
It was immediately obvious that bait fish were plentiful. Schools of 2- to 5-inch 
fish, amounting to a few scoops, or several hundred scoops, could be found along 
much of the tortuous shore lines of the many islands between Peleliu and Koror. 
Jagged rocks, undercut limestone cliffs, and coral limited the seining areas. Sea 
urchins were also a definite hazard to seining. In some spots, there are thick 
clusters of a small species with long sharp spines that can inflict painful wounds. 
Nevertheless, schools of bait can be found and seined on numerous small sand beaches 
scattered throughout the islands. The bait fish were a species of the silverside 
family, like the Hawaiian iao, 2~ to 5 inches long, a flat herring of about the 
same size, and a smaller round herring. Natives of Koror told us that the silver
side was "number two bait" for the Jananese. "Number one bait" was apparently a 
small translucent anchovy, but we did not find any of these. 

The silverside was the most co~mon bait along the beaches and cliffs, and it 
was the only species caught by us in important quanti ties. The little round herring 
seemed to prefer deeper water, and was more ccmuonly caught under a light set over 
the stern of the Oregon. The preset net, described before, was used to catch them. 
No large hauls were made, but 15 to 30 pounds were collected on several occasions. 
The little round herring lived for several days in the bait tank, but we never had 
enough to make a thorough test of its durability. 
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The flat herring were very wild and they would dart under and around a seine 
or, when once surrounded, they would jump over the cork line . Sometimes the air 
was full of leaping fish. The silvers ides were wild too, and ve~{ good at finding 
holes under a net, but they could be seined more easily than the herring. The 

TYPICAL SHORE LINE SOUTH OF KOROR, PALAU ISLANDS. 
SEINED ON THIS SAND BE4CH. 

BAIT FISH WERE 

most successful 
m~thod seemed to 
be to use stealth 
in setting a fair
ly long seine a
round a school 
(preferably over 
a sand beach) clos
ing all means of 
escape oefore the 
scnool became a
larmed. In order 
to do this, men 
must work in he 
water and use face
plates o~ g06&les 

to hand~work the lead line over or around snags, but this is no hardship in the 
800 F. to 8~ F. water. 

A typical West Coast bait lampara net did not prove s ccess:ul, but further 
trials might be wOl'thwnile. 'tie got a few round herring in a lampara in deep 'I/a er 
off Malakai wharf, but they gilled in the ,-inch stretch mesh or the bag, so if a 
lampara is used it should have finer mesh. 

In spite of the fact that bait was plentiful, catching enough to fill the 
Oregon's tanks was not easy. A discouraging number of blank or nearly blank hauls 
were made, and difficulties were experienced in keeping the fish alive. On one 
occasion (May 12), about 65 scoops of silversides in the art tank started dying 
suddenly about 12 hours after they were put in the tank. The cause 0 this roortal
ity could not be determined. Most of the dying fish had "red noses," which may 
have resulted from their habit of pushing against the web while the seine is being 
dried up. These particular fish were from a set made with a Galapagos net of 
relatively hard web and fished like a beach seine. 

The after bait tank was the one in which iao from French Frigate Shoals suf
fered heavy losses (see activities at French Frigate Shoals and Line Islands), but 
the intake screen had been altered on ~{ay 6 from a single large vertical slot to 
a diffusion chamber with many slots extending along the base of one side. Condi
tions in the tank, by themselves, could not have caused all the loss because another 
batch of silverside lived fairly well in it, without any further alterations in 
the tank or any changes in the volume of water pumped. 

The batch of bait which was held most successfully was "made" on ~ay It>, north 
of Eil Malk, Palau. On this day, 130 scoops of medium-sized (about 4") silver
sides were taken in four sets. A "Hawaiian net" was used. This was 40 fathoms by 
1, fathoms of woven or blanket mesh, 1/5-inch square (5 meshes to the inch). 

The 130 scoops were divided between all tanks, 40 going in the brine well, 
70 in the forward tank, and 10 in the after tank. The 10 put in the aft tank were 
the last fish scooped from a receiver. Partly because of choppy seas" this batcr. 
had rough handling in the receiver and, for this reason, they were isolated in the 
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after tank. Therefore, it was not surprlslng to find about half of them ~ing at 
2:00 A. N. on the next mor ning . The rest of the bait continued to live 'Hell with 
an estimated mortality of about 10 percent daily. It was taken on the scouting 
trip to Helen Reef, and t he last few scoops were dumped on June 2, about 2 days 
from Wake Island. It had been fed only 2 or 3 times, and much of it had oeen used 
up for chum. 

As a result of the Or egon ' s explorations on the bait situation, it can be 
said that bait is plentifu l in the Palaus, though it is di~ficult to catch. At 
least two kinds of bait f ish, the silvers ide and the round herring, can be kept 
alive in the tanks of a modern tuna clipper. The Japanese at Saipan used bait tanks 
which depended upon hol es through the hull for cirpulation of water and,with these 
tanks, they could not keep bait alive overnight.!!! Natives at Kororreported that 
the Japanese used the same method in the Palaus. 

The natives at Koror also reported that the Japanese used several bait-catching 
boats to supply bait t o fi shing boats, and that bait was held for several days in 
an enclosure from whicn the fishing boats were supplied. If large tuna clippers 
are to operate in t he Palaus, this mie;nt be the best way to solve the bait problem. 

OBSERVATIONS eN TUNA : About 11 days were spent scouting for tuna in the 
Palau region, including a trip southward to Sonsoral Island, Pulo Anna, Tobi, and 
Helen Reef. During this short period, 23 schools of fish were seen under birds, 
and 14 of these could be i dentified either by a good view of the fish or by actually 
bringing a few on deck. Tnere were seven schools of oceanic skipjack, five of 

BLACK SK IPJACK OR BONITO, EUTHYNNUS YAITO. fRENCH fRIGATE SHOALS. 

big-eyed t una, one of Qixed oceanic skiDiack and big-eyed tuna, ru d one of :ack 
ski pjack . (Specimens from some of thes·e

v 

schools have been preserved and exact 
i dentification awaits further study.) Ir. addition, there were signs 0 ma~y more; 
1JSee footnote on page 8. 
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that is, flocks of birds w~re seen that may have been over fish. About 20 such 
flocks were seen, but an accurate record was not kept because small groups of birds 
would usually be in sight all the time the vessel was running along the reefs. 
Tuna seemed to be most abundant along the southeast side of the Palaus and around 
Helen Reef. Very few signs of fish were seen on the northwest side o! the Palaus. 

Bait was tossed at most of the identi fled schools, as well as under sorne birds 
when fish were not seen. The bait (mostly silversides) behaved very well, forming 
little schools and following the vessel. In one case, a little school of bait 
came up under the counter and was dipped up with a scoop and used again. The tuna 
and skipjack took the bait, but all of the fish seen were very wild and erratic, 
so we never landed more than a few specimens from any one school. 

Both at Koror and at Sonsoral, the natives volunteered the information that 
tuna did not bite very well during May because that was their spawning time. The 
natives at Koror also said that Japanese skipjack boats did not go out in May, for 
the same reason. The large individuals of both big-eyed tuna and oceanic skipjack 
collected were either in or very close to spawning condition, which would seem to 
confirm the natives' reports. 

There ia some indication that the Japanese tuna and skipjack fishery in the 
Palau Islands extended well south of that group. Natives at Sonsoral, Pula Anna, 
and Tobi Islands reported that Japanese fished around those islandS, and on tte one 
small sand spit island at Helen Reef we discovered a ruined building that may have 
been used to smoke fish for fish sticks or "katsuobushi." Under the wreckage of the 
building, we could see three or four brick oven-like fireplaces with iron doors and 
iron gratings. It appeared as though this little uninhabited island might have 
served as a base for fishing boats working in surrounding waters, possibly even 
south to New Guinea. 

Japanese fishery statistics2/ indicate that the Japanese skipjack fishery in 
the Palau area was expanding rapidly until 1937, when 13,774 metric tons (about 
15,051 short tons) were caught. After that, pressure from the rival fishing in
terests resulted in a limitation on the number of boats allowed in the Palau area, 
so there is no evidence that the limit of profitable production had been reached. 

CONCLUSIONS: A tuna and skipjack fishery probably can be developed in the 
Western Caroline Islands. Our only information as to the possible size of a fish
ery there is the report of the Japanese fishery. 

The type and size of vessel that should be used to develop the fishery will 
depend on the logistics of the area. A relatively small vessel would seem to have 
an advantage in coming in close to the bait grounds, but a larger tuna clipper
type might be necessary if the fish must be carried outside the Palaus. If sampan
type boats are used, they should have bait tanks provided with pumped circulation. 

EXPLORATIONS BY .MY ALASKA 

Marshall Islands ard Eastern Carolines Cruise 

The Alaska left Honolulu on January 17, followed the Hawaiian chain of islands 
to French Frigate Shoals, then proceeded southwesterly, arriving in the Marshall 
Islands on January 29 when Milli Atoll was raised. From Milli, she scouted north~ 
ward to Kwajalein, then southward again to Eben. From Eben, she headed for Kusai, 
'i/Ja:prmese Tuna Fisheries, Fishery Leaflet '87. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
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the most eastern of the Caroline Islands, and then worked westward from island to 
island reaching Truk on February 19. The waters around Truk, including Kuop, Nama 
and Losap, were scouted fairly thoroughly during the next three weeks. Leaving 
Truk on March 12, she then headed southward to Kapingamorangi and then back to 
Honolulu by way of the Ellice, Phoenix, and Line Islands, arriving at Honolulu 
April 10. 

OBSERVATIOKS ON BAIT: 
bait, there was no-Special 

Since the Alaska was not irmnediately concerned witt 
effort to scout for it. In general, cursory examina-

tions of beaches 
through the Mar
shalls and eastern 
Carolines indicated 
that bait was not 
abundant. Schools 
of flat herring, 
3 to 5 inches long, 
were seen at Ail
inglaplap in the 
Marshalls and at 
Truk in the Caro
lines, but judging 
by the Oregon's ex
perience with her
ring in the Palaus 
(see p. 13), these 
might be difficult 
to catch. Harshall 
Islanders told us 
that the Japanese 
found plenty of bai t 
at Jaluit, but the 
supply was limited 

-

TYPICAL MARSHALL ISUNDS OUTRIGGER CANOE OFTEN USED TO TROLL FOR 
TUNA AND SKIPJACK. 

at Ailinglaplap. In the eastern Carolines, the natives told us the Japanese found 
bait at Losap and Satowan, south of Truk. 

OBSERVATIONS ON TUNA: Very few fish were seen during the Alaska's cruise, 
and no attempt was made to make a set. Only two schools of fish that may have 
been tuna were sighted in the Marshalls and four in the Carolines. None of these 
was large and the fish were not seen closely enough to permit identification. 
Six scho.ols that appeared to be skipjack were sighted south of the Equator on the 
run through the Ellice and Phoenix Islands. One school was seen near Palmyra. 
However, the fact that very few tuna schools were sighted by the Alaska does not 
prove that tuna r¢,ght not be found in commercial '-1uanti ties. From records of the 
Japanese fishery£/ and from biological work done under the auspices of the Navy 
at Bikini in the Marshall Islands, it is known that yellowfin and skipjack schools 
occur in commercial quantities in Micronesia at certain seasons. About 15,O~ 
tons of skipjack were caught in the vicinity of Truk, Panape, and Jaluit in 1937._7 

The natives were interviewed on fishing methods and seRsons at almost every 
island visited. In all, 21 interviews were secured from 14 widely separated islands. 
The reports were almost unanimous in agreeing that January, February, and :1arch 
were poor months for tuna fishing. Almost all agree that May, June, July, and 
August were the best months. The disagreements as to April and the fall months 
.§JFisheries of Former Japanese Mandated Islands, Fishery Leaflet 'l731 Japanese Tuna Fisheries, 

Fishery Leaflet 297; Fish and Wlldlife Service. 
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AT LGlSAP, SGUnf OF • I a-
LAND CHI EF' COM I OUT TO 
~. 

in the lee or SOID8 0 he ato s 
estimated as blowill6 at Beautort 
ever, that does not neceasari17 
area. The rat i ves in the Marshalls 
during the Alaska's visit. Also aceo III 
Office, the northeast rade 1nds a lese 




